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UP COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING M.E. BATCH 1964
In April 2014, I got an email indirectly from Domingo "Inggo" Mendoza about his forthcoming visit to Los Angeles and the
get-together that Rey Sanidad, David Unson and Art Maniquis were planning, to be at Art's house on June 5. Inggo sent me
a number of photos which I am reproducing below with commentary.
Since it is the 50th year of our graduation, I proposed to the others that we all put together a "Souvenir Program" with
"before & after" photos our ourselves with write-ups or bio data on how we have fared in the past 50 years.
This called to mind the series of parties we LA based engineers had in 1996-1997 that included as many of the engineering alumuni in the area, regardless of college affiliation. We attempted then to form an association of UP Engineers
of Southern California, and even had a newsletter whose sub-headline was "An Old Group Rediscovers Itself, or The Barbarians are Alive and Well".
On the next pages are the bio-data of the M.E. alumni listed in the 1964 Philippinensian, then a number of other alumni
friends (not ME or 1964) whom we included and requested their data. And finally, a tabulation in Excel of the 1964 & 1965
Engineering graduates. Nick Cabison provided the 1965 listing.
All these data will be printed in hard copy and distributed during the June 5 reunion. In the meamtime, these data will remain posted on blog below, updated periodically when new data comes in, under triv 34, 35, 36 . Appendix is triv 4, 5, 6, 7
http://tanjaycity.org/Trivia/trivia.html

Inggo Mendoza will surely elaborate more on these photos when we meet on June 5.

That is Tigi Barcelona, Rey Sanidad and me, Danny Gil
during the ERGS quiz show. We won.

Fredie Santiano, Inggo Mendoza, Danny Gil. I don't recall
the circumstances of this photo. On right is an inset of
Prof Tec Hedriana which Inggo apparently stitched in from
a blowup of the group picture above.

Those I recognize (I'm in center with dark shirt) are
Rene Abarcar, Ric Salvador, Inggo Mendoza, Rodolfo
Morales.

I believe this also was at the ERGS quiz show with
Rey Sanidad receiving the congratulatory award from
Dean Baguio while Rene Sunico looks on.

Reported by Fernando "Danny" Gil <ferngil@aol.com>
Retiree, 1964 M.E.
Based in Tanjay, Neg Or, Philippines
11 May 2014
(in NY/NJ at the moment)

